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SECRETARY
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Recognizing my responsibilities to wildlife, habitat and future generations, I pledge: 
  - To conduct myself in the field so as to make a positive contribution to wildlife and ecosystems. 
  - To improve my skills as a woodsman and marksman to ensure humane harvesting of wildlife. 
  - To comply with all game laws, in the spirit of Fair Chase, and to influence my companions accordingly. 
  - To accept my responsibility to improve all possible assistance to game law enforcement officers. 
  - To waste no opportunity to teach young people the full meaning of this code of ethics. 
  - To reflect in word and behavior only credit upon the fraternity of sportsmen, and to demonstrate 
     abiding respect for game, habitat and property where I am privileged to hunt. 

Keeping Track Newsletter
Keeping Track Newsletter is the official publication of Seattle-Puget Sound 

Chapter of Safari Club International. We welcome your input, comments, stories, success pho-
tos, and advertising. The material contained herein is not necessarily the opinion of SCI or Seat-
tle-Puget Sounds Chapter of Safari Club International. It is published for the information, enjoy-

ment and benefit of our members.
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Congratulations New Members!
Daniel Dubois    Rodney Kautz      Michael Anderson Jim Goldsmith

17th Annual Banquet & Fundraiser Auction 
Hosted by: The Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of SCI in conjunction with the: 
Seattle Sportsmen Conservation Foundation will be held at the Lynnwood 
Convention Center on Feb 25th, 2017.

June 25th, 2016  Annual Meeting, Election & BBQ 
Will be held in Cle Elum, WA at the Elk Heights Ranch. Hosted by Bruce and 
Lori Ann Moe.  Keep an eye out in the mail for your Invitation and Ballots.

PAST PRESIDENTS
Founding President Greg Harrison 1 Term
2nd President Skip Clemens 1 Term
3rd President Chip McBroom 2 Terms
4th President Axel Strakeljahn 1 Term
5th President Kevin Woods 2 Terms
6th President Chip McBroom 1 Term
7th President Kevin Woods 1 Term
8th President Matt Mitchell 2 Terms
9th President Kevin Woods 2 Terms
10th President Tom Fowler 1 Term
11th President Hal Signett 1 Term
12th President Wade Winder 2 Terms

Serving Until July 2016
Wade Winder

Elisabeth Winder
Bob Cromwell
Kevin Woods
Ken Aubrey

Serving Until July 2017
Duane Kramer
Rocky Logan
Dave Nagy

Ross Woods
Dick Schweiter

Serving Until July 2018
Tom Fowler

Kevin Bremer
Sally Torres

John Campbell
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Chapter President,

Tom Fowler

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

A Message From Your President 
In April, as your chapter president, I attended the “Summit on Changing the Perception of Hunting in Wash-
ington and Oregon”. The meeting attendees represented numerous likeminded groups from the two states. 
Most of the Washington SCI chapters were represented along with RMEF, Mule Deer, FNAS, and wildlife 
officers from both states. The highlight of the meeting was a presentation by Shane Mahoney. Mr. Mahoney 
is highly respected for his work in numerous areas of wildlife conservation and the preservation of our 
hunting heritage. You may have read his articles in Field and Stream magazine along with numerous other 
publications.

Deb Barrett, our regional representative, opened the Summit with a charge to us all, “To do nothing is to 
lose everything”. This was followed by a presentation from David Whipple, Hunter Education Division Mgr., 
WDFW, entitled, “Public Perceptions of Hunting and Influencing Factors.” As you might expect, he delivered 
good and bad news. He said the general public supports hunting depending on how you talk about it. There 
are positive feelings, stronger in rural areas, for hunting deer, turkey upland game, waterfowl, etc. The public 
opinion is less supportive as you move into bigger game animals such as elk, black bear, and cougars. “Tro-
phy hunting” is not well received. Numerous speakers stated the killing of the lion, Cecile, has irreversibly 
changed the perception of hunting worldwide.

The support for hunting is the greatest when the motivation of the hunter is for the meat, to protect hu-
mans from harm, for animal population control, and for wildlife management. These areas garnered 80+% 
approval rates whereas trophy scored a mere 28%. Hunting for sport received 53% approval. 

Public surveys of attitudes towards hunting often found the public tied “hunting” with “poaching”. Approv-
al of hunting was higher when the question was expressed as “legal hunting”. Approval was even greater 
when expressed as “Legal, regulated hunting”.

There are positives in protecting our hunting heritage. Even though the number of hunting licenses is trend-
ing down, there is an upsurge of first time hunters in the 35-40 age group. The biggest increase is in women 
hunters. The reason for the increase may not be what you expected. The culture among millennials is to eat 
healthy, natural foods and, in some cases, the desire to take part 
in the harvesting of that food. Game meat meets all their criteria 
for healthy eating. Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook, 
is a new hunter for these reasons.

In future newsletters I will share more with you on the Summit as
well as other items of interest that affect our hunting legacy.
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UPCOMING CHAPTER EVENTS

Anytime or anywhere hunters are gathered, stories are told. One of the things I most look forward to in hunt-
ing or fishing camp is new stories and the retelling of old ones. They form the bond between friends and 
between generations of hunters. For these reasons look for announcements for our story contest and our 
chapter social.

When our chapter began, we had regular social gatherings at a local restaurant where we gave hunt reports, 
had experienced hunters share useful techniques ranging from “how to tube a coyote” to “how to field dress 
a bear for future mounting”. There were a lot of practical ideas shared as well. The most fun to me was hearing 
the hunting stories. We are looking to restart these meeting in the fall. The meeting will be held on a weekday, 
probably, in or around Woodinville since that seems to be a location convenient to most. It will be in the eve-
ning from 6-9pm. Food and beverage will be available for purchase. If you have ideas or suggestions please 
send them to SCI Chapter President, Tom Fowler at  tom@fowlerfinancial.com.

Upcoming Chapter Social

There is a wealth of good stories among our membership and we would like to have the opportunity to 
preserve them and to share them with our members and future generations of hunters. Welcome to our first 
annual story contest. In the near future we will announce the dates of the contest and the rules. There will be 
various categories of topics. The judging will be conducted by a blind panel (they can see, they just can’t see 
who wrote the story). There will be objective criteria on which judging will be based. Our hope is to publish a 
special edition in the newsletter with these stories. 

One criteria of the story is to feature the experience of the endeavor. Not all my hunts have been successful 
in the harvesting of an animal but they were adventures with their own sense of excitement, danger, and 
stupidity on my part. For instance, I hunted Montana for elk on horseback. It was the first time I’d been on a 
horse since one ran away with me when I was a young boy. The anticipation of getting on that horse was a 
whole lot different than a pony ride with tethered animals. At the end of the first day I had been head butted 
by the horse, stepped on, and knocked off the horse by a limb. I never saw an elk but it was the greatest hunt 
I’ve ever experienced.

Start collecting your stories and writing them down. They can be from new or old experiences. They can be 
funny like when the flying saucer came to our elk camp, to more serious, like when we searched for hours in 
the dark and cold for one of our camp members. You have the stories because I’ve heard many of them. Details 
to follow.

Story Contest
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Open: 
Monday - Saturday 

9:00am - 6:00pm 
Sunday

9:00am - 5:00pm 

Located at
895 Nevitt Road
Burlington, WA 98233
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Locally Owned & Operated

New & Used Firearms

Ammunition

Hunting Accessories 

Shooting Accessories 

Optics

Services: 
Scope Mounting

Bore Sighting
Special Orders

Transfers
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2016 YOUTH HUNT INFO

Locally Owned & Operated

Services: 
Scope Mounting

Bore Sighting
Special Orders

Transfers

YOUTH HUNT
Last year the Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of Safari Club International sponsored 4 youth hunters to go on youth doe hunts in 
Eastern Washington. After the great success this past year, we will be sending up to 10 lucky youth hunters on a deer hunting 

trip to harvest a whitetail doe in Eastern Washington.

The hunters and their parent will be hunting on a private 500 acre ranch in Unit 108 approximately 20 minutes from the town of 
Colville, WA. There are multiple blinds overlooking alfalfa fields and timbered areas. The hunters will be dropped off and picked up 

from the blind. In 2015, these hunts had a 100% success rate!

The hunts will be for one whitetail doe and all of the field dressing and skinning will be handled by the host.

All interested youth hunters are encouraged to apply. The only requirements are that the youth hunter must have their Washing-
ton State Hunter Education Card, a 2016 deer license/tag, and a parent willing to accompany them on the hunt. These hunts will 

take place during the regular deer season between October 15th-23rd.  

Lodging and food will not be included but there are lots of hotels and services available in Colville, WA.

To apply, have the youth hunter send a brief essay describing themselves and why they would like to take part in this great oppor-
tunity! All applications must be received by July 15, 2016. Once all applications are received, they will be reviewed by the SPSC 
Board Members for approval. The youth hunters that are selected should expect to be notified sometime in the month of August.

Send essay applications to:
Ross Woods

8614 4th Pl SE
Everett, WA. 98208

Or email the essay applications to:
woods.rossb@gmail.com

2016



Poaching in Africa
On the cover
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MEMBERS EDITORIAL

It seems that the way we view many of our life experiences is determined in large part by our expectations going 
into them.  This is true of our careers, of course, but no less of our recreational pursuits as well.
 
Having traveled to Africa on three previous occasions (two camera safaris and one hunting safari), my wife, Jan, 
and I certainly had some notions of what we might expect to encounter during a month long safari in several areas 
of two African nations noted for their wealth and diversity of wildlife.
 
High up on our wish list were cape buffalo, crocodile, hippo, leopard, and various species of plains game not har-
vested on our previous hunting safari.  In this respect, we would not be disappointed.  It turns out, however, that 
an experience that we had that will leave us with one of our most vivid and lasting impressions was something that 
we did not expect - the witnessing of poaching.
 
We all have heard stories about how prevalent poaching is in areas of Africa where no regulated hunting exists.  
After all, it is hunters’ dollars collected from concession fees, daily fees, permit fees, and trophy fees that pays for 
organized anti-poaching patrols and game scouts.  Without this funding, the wildlife is on its own to survive the 
onslaught of subsistence hunting and poaching.  If the wildlife does not pay its own way, it quickly disappears to 
make way for goat and cattle herds and various forms of agriculture, through which people can make a living.
 
In the more remote bush areas of the hunting concessions, where the game is plentiful and the human population 
is scarce, one would expect that poaching should be nearly non-existent.  The concession holders jealously guard 
against poachers, and when caught, poachers are turned over to the authorities for prosecution.  Therefore, we 
really did not expect to encounter signs of poaching - much less actually capture any poachers while hunting.  
Starting practically on day one we were disabused of that expectation.
 
While hunting cape buffalo in concession #14 near Marromeu in Mozambique, we encountered and captured 
three poachers.  That same morning we found a bush pig that had been snared around the snout, rendering it 
unable to eat or drink.  The hyenas and vultures found it before the poachers did, as is the case in many instances.
 
The next day as I was sitting on a crocodile bait with concession holder and professional hunter Debbie Barnard, 
Jan and professional hunter Neil Barnard were closing the distance on three very nice bull cape buffalo “dugga 
boys” in the long grass.  Two of the bulls bolted and ran, while one chose to stand his ground.  A single shot from 
Jan’s rifle to the bull’s brain ended the encounter.
 
Upon inspection of the downed bull, they discovered that the right foreleg showed a very deep cut completely 
around the leg, just above the hoof.  It was swollen and obviously quite painful, explaining why the bull did not 
gallop off with his two companions.  The cause of the wound was a snare - more evidence of poaching activity.

A few days later, in a neighboring concession (#11) one of our trackers found a snare as we followed the blood trail 
of a red duiker into the dense bush.  The tracker told us to retrace our path back out, fearing that we might fall 
victim to a leg-hold trap.  He returned the next morning with more trackers and government game scouts.  They 
soon collected a host of snares and six poachers, in addition to the duiker.
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MEMBERS EDITORIAL
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Poaching in Africa Continued...
Our next encounter with poaching came in Zimbabwe on the shores of Lake Carribe, which lies on the border 
with Zambia.  During scouting trips by Land Cruiser, we came upon poachers daily.  These poachers were almost 
all engaged in poaching fish, bream and tilapia, from the lake.  Our host and professional hunter, Kuros, informed 
us that poaching by snare was an ongoing problem.  He would stop these people, many of whom were Zambians 
illegally across the border, photograph them and tell them that he was turning them in to the C.A.M.P.F.I.R.E. 
(Communal Area Management Program for Indigenous REsources) officers who serve as Fish and Game officers.
 
Our final encounter with poaching came during our leopard hunt at Marula Camp located outside Bulawayo, Zim-
babwe.  We were using dogs to track leopard and the second to last day of the hunt we moved in on a leopard that 
the dogs had cornered in some large rocks on a hillside.  It was discovered that this leopard had previously been 
snared around the neck.  He had managed to escape capture and death by breaking the stainless steel snare wire, 
but the wire remained deeply embedded in his flesh cutting a full circle completely through the hide around his 
neck.  After we harvested the leopard, it took a minute or two using a multi tool to remove the broken share from 
the muscles of his neck.
 
In conversation with our hosts and professional hunters, they mentioned that they estimated that only about 70% 
of the animals caught in snares are recovered by poachers.  The rest are eaten by predators and scavengers.  They 
also said that the vast majority of poachers do so as a profession and not for simple subsistence.  Each poacher is 
estimated to account for 200-300 animals annually.  The most common poaching tool is the snare.  This is partic-
ularly heinous, as snares are indiscriminate killers without regard to the species, sex, or age of their victims.
 
During a month long visit to foreign lands, one generally can expect to be educated in such matters as cultures, 
customs, and traditions.  We certainly expected to learn a great deal about the hunting traditions in the areas vis-
ited.  What we did not expect to learn was just how pervasive poaching is, practically everywhere we went in the 
African bush.

Written By:

Dick Schweiter



2016 SPORTSMEN’S CONVENTION
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Sportsmen’s Convention 2016
February 20, 2016

Photos courtesy of Eric Hyatt
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2016 SPORTSMEN’S CONVENTION
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2015 BUFFALO RAFFLE HUNT
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50% of the meat from the buffalo harvest was donated to a local area food bank to help support the Seattle 
Puget Sound Chapter of SCI, Hunters for Hunger Program!
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD

Dick & Jan Schweiter
Reedbuck, Africa, 2015

Dick Schweiter
Hippo, Africa, 2015

Dick Schweiter
Cape Buffalo, Africa, 2015



MEMBERS BRAG BOARD
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Dick Schweiter
Leopard, Africa, 2015

Jan & Dick Schweiter
Neil & Debbie Bernard

Hippo, Africa, 2015

Jan Schweiter
Crocodile, Africa, 2015
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD
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Dick Schweiter
Leopard, Africa, 2015

Dick SchweiterCrocodile, Africa, 2015

Dick Schweiter
Bushbuck, Africa, 2015
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD

Al Barney
Black Springbuck, Africa 2015

Al Barney
Bontebuck, Africa 2015

Al Barney
Steenbuck, Africa 2015

Al Barney
White Blesbuck, Africa 2015
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD

Al Barney
Black Wildebeest, Africa 2015

Al Barney
White Springbuck, Africa 2015

Jill Ekar
Impala, Africa 2015
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD

Al Barney
Kudu, Africa 2015

Al Barney
Bushbuck, Africa 2015

Al Barney
Duiker, Africa 2015

Al Barney
Bush Pig, Africa 2015
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD

Al Barney
Kudu, Africa 2015

Jill Ekar
Zebra, Africa 2015



MEMBERS BRAG BOARD

Kevin Bremer
Barren Ground Caribou, 2015

Kavik River Camp, Alaska
Self-Guided Hunt

Shot with a .300 Win Mag
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Kevin hunted out of Sue Aikens Camp from “Life 
Below Zero” TV Show! John Brandt

Spring Turkey, 2016
NE Corner of WA
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD
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Tyler Simpson
Spring Turkey, 2016

North East WA

Tyler Simpson with Friends
Duck & Goose, WA, 2015
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“Hunt with Sunny & Steve for the Perfect  Home.. . 

4 2 5 . 3 5 1 . 3 3 6 6
w w w. s u n n y e l s t o n . c o m

11100 Main St. Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98004 steve.elston@windermere.com

Let us earn your business by demonstrating how we do business - by practicing real estate at 
the highest ethical and professional standards and always putting our client’s interests first.

Technical Competence   Practical Experience   Client Compassion   Outstanding Results

or the Perfect Buyer”

Give us a call today and let us go to work for you!

S e r v i n g  t h e  P u g e t  S o u n d  R e g i o n

S S&
SUNNY & STEVE ELSTON

SCI Members - We will make a $500 donation to SCI 

in your name for each closed transaction.

WINNER! WINNER!
Tom Sullivan was the lucky winner of a box of 3D Goose Silhouette Decoys and a Beretta A400 

12 GA Shotgun at the 2016 Sportsmen’s Convention!

Tom Sullivan with Mike Andersen & John 

Brandt. (Hunting Partners)



ADVERTISEMENTS & SPONSORS
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HALLETT LAKE
OUTFITTERS LTD

Owner/Operators
Allen & Steven Ray

Box 53
Fort Fraser, BC

V0J1N0
Canada

PH 1.250.690.7204
Fax 1.250.690.7705
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ADVERTISEMENTS & SPONSORS
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ADVERTISING & NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS

  Random      Inside Covers    Outside
Ad Size   Within       (Front or Back)     Back Cover

Business Card     $50.00   $75.00     $100.00
2”x 3-1/2” 

Double Ad     $100.00   $150.00     $200.00
3-1/2” x 5” 

Half Page     $200.00   $350.00     $600.00
8” x 5”

Full Page     $375.00   $600.00         N/A
8.5” x 11”

Interested in Advertising? 
Contact: Wade Winder   

Email: wwindersci@gmail.com 
or Call. 425.359.2839

KEEPING TRACK ADVERTISING RATES
Includes all 3 Issues + the Banquet Issue

Need help with your AD? 
Let Pixeleyes professionally design your ad for the Keeping 

Track Newsletter! Starting at only $25. Price varies by ad size.
Contact: Katie at mypixeleyes@gmail.com

Submit Your Photo or Article!
We are always looking for stories and photos for the news-
letter. Long stories or short stories, hunting or human inter-
est stories, what ever you’ve got, we’ll take it. We will also 
take your photos, the more the better.

To encourage your participation we’ll send you a $25
Cabelas gift certificate if your story gets published!
The easiest way for us to handle your newsletter  
submissions is...
1. Send an email to wwindersci@gmail.com

2. Attach your story as a MS Word document. We will take 
stories in other formats but it is easiest if they come as 
a Word document. Don’t worry about fancy formatting. 
Just type, proof read and submit. We’ll take care of the 
rest.

3. We may need to edit your story for length, although 
we try not to, so when writing your story try to do so by 
separating all important events or facts with paragraphs.

4. Attach your photos as a JPEG image(s). You may need 
to send more than one email depending on how many 
photos you wish to submit.

5. If possible, do not crop or edit your photos (although 
we’ll take them however you want to send them).

6. Give us some background information about each 
photo: Who is in the photo, where it was taken and what 
relevance it has to your story.

Cedar River Taxidermy
Highest Quality   Quick Return

Rick Matthes
35329 Veazie Cumberland Rd SE

  Enumclaw, WA 98022

360.886.0231
cedarrivertaxidermy@gmail.com

www.cedarrivertaxidermy.com

We Give Your Trophy That 
Final Compliment!



Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of SCI

A P P L I C AT I O N  F O R  M E M B E R S H I P
Mission Statement: 

To establish, protect and promote hunting and game conservation for present and future members and their families. 
How to Join: 
 1. Prospective members are required to attend two chapter meetings or activities. 
 2. Have two current chapter members sponsor and sign this application. 
 3. The completed application should be signed and mailed to the membership chair, who will present it to the board of   
                     directors for approval. 

Mail to: Joe Greenhaw, PO BOX Box 1900,  Snoqualmie WA 98065-1900

Dues for Chapter & SCI National: 
 1. Chapter dues - $45.00 annually, with a one-time $20 initiation fee
 2. National dues - $65.00 annually. If you are already a national member, you will pay only the chapter dues and the one-   
                     time initiation fee for the first year. 
 3. In consecutive years, you will be billed by national for both national and chapter dues. 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 
DATE:

NAME:       SPOUSE/EQUIVALENT:

CHILDREN:  NAME & AGE:     NAME & AGE:

ADDRESS:

CITY:       STATE:    ZIP:

HOME PH:     WORK:     CELL:

FAX #:       EMAIL:

DATE OF BIRTH:      OCCUPATION:

HUNTING BACKGROUND AND INTERESTS
HOW MANY YEARS HUNTING?   STATES HUNTED? 

HUNTING INTERESTS (Big game, Elk, Deer, Moose, Bear, etc.)

OTHER INFORMATION
ARE YOU A SCI NATIONAL MEMBER?     MEMBER NUMBER   DATE

ARE YOU A MEMBER OR OFFICER OF ANY OTHER HUNTING ORGANIZATION(S)? 

COMMITTEE INTERESTS
Membership  Newsletter  Meetings  Public Relations  By-Laws
Conservation  Activities  Gov. Affairs  Get-A-Ways   AWLS
Sportsmen Against Hunger   Photographer  Special Projects 
Auction/Fundraisers/Banquet   Other

SPONSORS
(Please have two current chapter members print and sign their names.)

NAME:       SIGNATURE:

NAME:       SIGNATURE:

MEMBERSHIP CODE OF CONDUCT REQUIREMENTS
Members will conduct themselves in a lawful, responsible and sportsmanlike manner, promote good relationships with other members, bring good 

credit to the sport of hunting and be sympathetic to the stated purpose and interest of chapter goals. 

I HEREBY SIGN AND PLEDGE TO SUPPORT THE GOALS OF THIS CHAPTER AND SCI

APPLICANTS SIGNATURE:     DATE:

      OFFICE USE ONLY

Date Received: 

Date Approved:

Other: 



Family owned and operated since 1968

Custom cutting and smoking
Wild game processing

Duck, Goose jerky and Pepperoni
Grain fed beef and pork

Farm Slaughtering
Holiday Smoked Prime Rib, Hams, 
Smoked Turkeys and Gift Baskets

We offer a wide variety of custom meat processing. 
We also offer the customer the option to come in and wrap their own meat and experience 

the fast and friendly service at Lind’s.

23022 172nd Ave SE Kent, WA 98042
253.631.3172      www.lindsmeats.com

We are known for our delicious and moist Custom Smoked Whole Pigs. 
Making any event you have delicious and memorable. 

We can customize your meal for any event you’re planning.
 Weddings, Banquets, BBQ's , etc.

No One Leaves Hungry !

Linds Custom Meats & 
The Main Event Catering
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TO:

A non-profit organization dedicated to conserving wildlife, preserving
hunting and the education of the people.


